
 

 

 
 

 



Low ETC Video Volumes Enable use of Image 

Processing Systems with Low Automation 

•Automation = % reduction in human time necessary to make vehicle ID’s at 
allowed error.  Time is money (time * $/hr = cost).  100% automation = 0% labor.  

•Primary goal of ETC IP System was to achieve low false violation notices 

•System relied on multiple human reviews to minimize errors and leakage, large 
surcharge on violations to recover labor costs was politically acceptable 

•Not critical that OCR had high accuracy or low leakage 

•OCR error rates ≤ 1% were commonly required in RFP’s 

•OCR reads improved using TAG or DMV plate lists and then final human check 
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Major difference between ETC and AET 
is a Lot more Images must be Processed 

•Cost of image processing becomes a primary concern 

•Can recover some costs through video-toll surcharges but much less than for  
a violation, still desirable to minimize labor costs so surcharge contributes revenue 

•System read error rates of ≤ 0.05% are commonly required in RFP’s 

•Relying on OCR solutions making 20 times more error (1%) is not the most cost 
effective nor the least error solution for AET, yet RFP’s still spec 1% OCR errors 

•Must find an automatic way of reading plates OCR cannot at 0.05% error 

•Simple adaptations of ETC image processing designs do not work well for AET 
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Commonly Deployed AET IP Systems are Not 
as Efficient as they Can Be or Need to Be 
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•RFP’s require OCR to read high % of plates at 1% error (humans read the rest) 

•Can’t depend on DMV/TAG database checks to reduce 1% errors to ≤ 0.05%
  

•Significant amounts of human review labor expended to approach 0.05% errors  
 Finding/fixing errors → more human labor OR accept higher error rates 

• Errors create expensive customer service, collections, & political capital expenditures 

Some errors are masked when a wrong plate read matches a patron 



Major changes in IP Design needed to Minimize 
Labor Costs and Deliver Low-Error Automation 
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OCR needs to be trained to maximize: high-conf reads at                                      

0.05% error, low confidence reads at < 5% error, and identify images with no plate 

 Vehicle Signature Recognition matches high conf reads to rejects, previous human 

reads to rejects, and groups rejects-to-rejects to automate a high % of the OCR Rejects 

 True double-blind Human Review required to achieve 0.05% error from human reviews, 

quick human validation checks of previous reads do not achieve 0.05% error rates 

 DB checks used to reduce read errors prior to billing,  0.05% false bills is too high 

 65% labor reduction compared to most solutions in USA today at low error 
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 Integrate OCR, VSR, and Human Review to deliver highly 

accurate and cost effective results (at ≤ 0.05% errors) 

Exploit low-confidence and partial high confidence OCR 

results to minimize human review tasks 

Provide highly effective display screens, efficient data entry 

methods, and simple focused tasks, to maximize human 

throughput and accuracy 

Divide Human work-flow into easy to learn tasks for 

new/temporary hires from those requiring more extensive 

expertise from permanent staff members 

Exploit DMV/TAG DB’s and other system information to reduce 

billing errors to well below the 0.05% plate read error rate 

Regularly monitor input/output and execute built-in tests to 

ensure that human and OCR performance is being maintained 

AET Image-Processing Design Summary 



AETC’s Appeal is Operational Cost Reduction 
(through Elimination of Cash Collection Costs) 

This promise must be realized ! 

 High % of video automation 

 Very low leakage 

 Very low errors 



 Today’s advanced camera systems can reliably provide 

required image quality, older cameras may not 

 Modern OCR’s incorporating multiple image-processing 

techniques are achieving highly accurate identification 

across multiple state and plate types 

 Intelligent integration of image processing technologies, 

display tools, human data entry, and self-learning systems 

are dramatically reducing video transaction costs 

This promise must be realized! 

 High % of video automation 

 Very low leakage 

 Very low errors 

AETC’s Appeal is Operational Cost Reduction 
(through Elimination of Cash Collection Costs) 



The Case for Taking Some Time to Better 
Understand Image Processing Optimization 

 As little as 10% increase in automation rate saves 

nearly $250,000 per year given: 
 100,000 video transactions per day 

 5 cents fully burdened average labor cost per review 

 1.2 human reviews per transaction 
 

 Bond holders & the public expect efficient tolling 
 

 Gain appreciation of how to get operational cost 

minimization at acceptable system error rates 
 

 Become a better specifier of  Image Processing  

technology 



Want to Learn More ? 

- No Cost Seminar - 
 

Keys to Organizing for Free-Flow Toll Collection 
 

Martin Stone:  Laying the Groundwork for Free Flow Tolling 
 

Jim Alves: The Nuts and Bolts of Automated Image 

  Processing Systems 
 

Wednesday from 2:30 – 5:30 PM 
 

(immediately following ATI member meeting in the 

same room – courtesy of IBTTA and ATI) 
 

Everyone Welcome 


